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Master Scheduler 

 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT:  Exempt 

 
ADVISOR:  Vice President of Global Operations 

              

PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS: 
 

 Principles: Supports and models the company’s principles that are identified in the Declaration of Belief 
and Direction Statement, in all areas of conduct and business. 

 

 Team Work: Create a positive, energizing, and rewarding environment for all Coworkers.  Work closely 
with other Reell facilities, functional leaders and coworkers to achieve broader corporate goals.   

 

 Professionalism: Displays professionalism to all Reell constituents by the actions, attitudes and work 
style displayed. Displays appropriate professional dress. 

 

 Continuous Improvement: Proactively identify, justify, and initiate production planning improvement 
projects that will reduce costs, improve efficiency and/or coworker productivity.  On a regular basis, 
propose production planning-related cost reduction ideas to Reell’s senior leadership team.  

 

 Communication: Assures that the necessary frequency and timeliness of production planning information 
is provided to Customer Service and maintained in the ERP system.  This includes timely and accurate 
information flow to all of Reell’s world wide facilities keeping in mind time differences or the need for 
communication outside of normal business hours.  

 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES: 
 

 Production Scheduling: Oversight of global production schedules for design changes, labor or material 
shortages, backlogs, or other interruptions while collaborating with Customer Service, Sales, Global 
Sourcing, Manufacturing and Engineering.   Assists in the prevention of production schedule 
interruptions. 

 

 Performance: Responsible for the technical aspects of scheduling materials, staffing and machines for 
the manufacturing operation.  Develops the overall master schedule in a way that prioritizes 
manufacturing operations based on customer need and operation efficiencies.  Implements world class 
ERP and Master Scheduling tools and techniques in the production planning and scheduling process.  
Optimize use of MRP/ERP system for increased efficiency across multiple levels of organization.  
Systems expert. 

 

 Communications: Provides regular and proactive input to the RLT and associated function leaders in the 
areas of capacity planning, surge capacity needs and consumption, forecasting accuracy and cost 
savings opportunities related to production scheduling.  Develop and monitor metrics associated with 
world class scheduling and identified corporate goals including production volumes against forecasted 
plans, overtime use, setup optimization, late shipments and reduction of expediting costs.  Writes and 
maintains SOPs and work instructions. 

 

 Compliance: Assures the development of policies and disciplines for the coordination of the overall 
master schedule.  Works closely with Sales, Customer Service, Global Sourcing and Manufacturing to 
achieve world class scheduling capabilities in conjunction with all three of Reell’s corporate dimensions 
of identity, mission and stewardship. 

 

 PDP Process: Integrates scheduling requirements into the early stages of the commercialization process 
to prevent missed customer deliveries.  
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 Inventory Control: Works closely with the Global Sourcing department in their efforts to optimize 
inventory levels and supply chain capacity requirements. Provides detailed reporting to help identify 
potential inventory issues and ensure proper knowledge of our turn ratio. 

 

 Planning: Develops, tracks, and manages the master schedule.  Work with function leaders in the areas 
of capacity planning, surge capacity needs and consumption, and requirements that meet seasonal, new 
product ramp, and world-wide holiday schedules.  Develop daily, weekly, monthly and annual monitoring 
and planning processes that assure customer needs are met.  Leads the monthly Sales and Operations 
Planning meeting and assure desired outcomes are achieved.  

 

 Other duties as assigned. 
 

SKILLS REQUIREMENTS: 
 

 Adaptability 

 Continuous Learning 

 Industry and Technical Knowledge 

 Team Leadership, Development and Coaching 

 Time and Task Management 

 Computer Skills: Required proficiency in MS Office Suite and ERP. Advanced Excel skills 

 Demonstrated ability in creation and programming of databases in Access or equivalent 

 Able to Lead problem solving efforts associated with production planning 

 Able to determine root cause of problems and oversee short and long term corrective actions 

 Proactively identify and prevent production planning related problems from occurring 

 Proactively communicate and develop business relationships with all of Reell’s facilities that utilize 
production planning information through the ERP system 

 Able to direct the work associated with ERP transactions and information related to work order 
management and production scheduling 

 Monitor and assure the appropriate use of overtime 

 Teach, equip and trust personnel as needed for these requirements 

 Initiate and manage performance correction if needed in conjunction with function leaders 

 Able to work closely with Sales, Customer Service, Engineering, Global Sourcing and Manufacturing in 
meeting customer ship dates while optimizing resources 

 Develop supporting systems and timely information updates that meet our world wide customer needs 

 Assure fast response and accurate information to Customer Service, Reell’s EU and China operations or 
directly to the customer as necessary 

 Assist other functions in optimizing processes related to production planning. Respond to coworker 
issues and requests 

 

EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: 
 

 ERP/MRP expert (all aspects from requirement identification to optimizing use and performance) 

 5-10 years’ experience as global master scheduler or equal with proven success. 
 

PREFERRED REQUIREMENTS: 
 

 Bachelor degree 

 APICS certification in CIRM or CPIM preferred 
 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 

 Travel and availability:  Domestic and international travel as needed to accomplish objectives.  Willing to 
travel to Reell’s facilities world wide that utilize production planning tools and information (domestic, 
international) as required for position (likely less than 5% on annual basis) 


